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Abstract. It is shown that if one-way functions exist, then there are sets A and B such that A 
and B are equivalent under one-one and length-increasing polynomial-time r ductions, and such 
that A is not polynomial-time isomorphic to B. Furthermore, sets A and B can be constructed 
such that they are polynomial-time truth-table complete for the class of exponential-time compu- 
table sets. 
1. Introduction 
Berman and Hartmanis [2] considered the question of whether all NP-complete 
sets are polynomial-time isomorphic. They essentially showed that all 'natural' 
NP-complete sets are in fact polynomial-time isomorphic and, based on this result, 
conjectured that all NP-complete sets are polynomial-time isomorphic. The conjec- 
ture remains open and is difficult since it implies that P # NP. 
More recently Joseph and Young [5, 8] have introduced new classes of NP- 
complete sets which they denote K~, where k is any natural number and f is any 
one-one, polynomially honest, and polynomial-time computable function. They have 
noted that the sets K~ do not seem to be polynomial-time isomorphic to 'natural' 
NP-complete sets unless the function f is also polynomial-time invertible. Thus, if 
f is a one-way function, then it seems that not all NP-complete sets are polynomial- 
time isomorphic, where a one-way function is a one-one, polynomially honest, 
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polynomially computable function that is not polynomial-time invertible. In fact, 
it is conjectured in [5, 8] that if one-way functions exist, then not all NP-complete 
sets are polynomial-time isomorphic. Further, since it is believed that one-way 
functions exist, it is also conjectured in [5, 8] that the NP-complete sets are not all 
polynomial-time isomorphic. This, of course, is the opposite of the Berman-Hart- 
manis conjecture and is based on the apparent close connection between one-way 
functions and polynomial-time isomorphisms for NP-complete sets. 
The existence of one-way functions is also closely related to the question of 
whether the EXP-complete sets are all polynomial-time isomorphic, where EXP is 
the class of sets recognizable in time 2 °<"). Berman [1], Dowd [3], and Watanabe 
[7] have all shown that the EXP-complete sets are equivalent under one-one and 
length-increasing polynomial-time r ductions. Using the polynomial version of the 
Cantor-Schroeder-Bernstein construction as described, for example, in [2], it fol- 
lows that if one-way functions do not exist, then the EXP-complete sets are all 
polynomial-time isomorphic. Watanabe [7] has asked about the converse of this 
last statement and also a weaker question. More precisely: 
(1) Does the existence of one-way functions imply that the EXP-complete sets 
are not all polynomial-time isomorphic? 
(2) Is the existence of one-way functions ufficient to distinguish between poly- 
nomial-time isomorphism and equivalence under one-one and length-increasing 
polynomial-time r ductions? 
Note that question (1) for the EXP-complete sets is the same as Joseph and Young's 
conjecture [5, 8] for the NP-complete sets. 
In this paper we present an affirmative answer to Watanabe's second question, 
and a partial answer to his first question. More precisely, we construct, under the 
assumption that one-way functions exist, two sets A and B such that 
(i) A and B are equivalent under one-one and length-increasing polynomial-time 
reductions, 
(ii) A and B are not polynomial-time isomorphic, and 
(iii) A and B are polynomial-time truth-table complete for EXP. 
Our result shows that the existence of one-way functions is sufficient to distinguish, 
in the class EXP, between polynomial-time isomorphism and equivalence under 
one-one and length-increasing polynomial-time r ductions. On the other hand, our 
proof technique does not seem extendable tomake the sets A and B polynomial-time 
many-one complete for EXP so that the exact relationship between the existence 
of one-way functions and the existence of polynomial-time isomorphisms for the 
NP-complete sets and the EXP-complete sets remains open. 
We remark that Berman [1], Grollmann and Selman [4] and Ko [6] have all 
shown that one-way functions exist if and only if P ~ U, where U is the class of 
languages in NP that can be accepted by nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing 
machines with unique accepting computations. Thus our result shows that he notions 
of polynomial-time isomorphism and equivalence under one-one and length- 
increasing polynomial-time r ductions are equivalent if and only if P = U. 
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2. Notation and definitions 
We use the alphabets {0, 1} and ,Y = {0, 1, $}. The symbol $ is added for con- 
venience and could be eliminated by a simple coding scheme without affecting our 
results. For each x ~ ,Y*, [x[ denotes the length of x. We use the standard lexicographic 
order of ,Y*, and write x + 1 to denote the successor of x in this order. ( , )  denotes 
a bijective pairing function defined on natural numbers. The computational model 
is Turing machines (TM). In addition to TM acceptors, we also use TM transducers. 
A TM transducer T computes a partial function f on ~* if, for all x in the domain 
of f, T(x) halts in an accepting state and outputs f (x) ,  and, for all x not in the 
domain of f, T(x) does not halt or T(x) halts in a nonaccepting state. A TM 
transducer T has runtime t(n) if, for all x of length n, T(x) halts (in an accepting 
or a nonaccepting state) in at most t(n) moves. 
For any alphabet A, we let PF(A) denote the class of partial functions on A* that 
are computed by TM transducers in polynomial time and write just PF if A is clear 
by context or if a particular choice of A is not important. We let gl, g2, . . ,  be  an 
effective enumeration of PF(,Y) with polynomial Pi bounding the runtime of gi, 
i >/0. We further assume that p~(n) <~ n ~ + i for all n, i >/0. We define EXP to be the 
class of all sets contained in ,Y* that are recognized by TM acceptors in time 2 °' 
for some constant c. 
A function f is polynomially-honest if here exists a polynomial p such that for 
all y in the range o f f  there exists an x in the domain o f f  such that f (x )=y  and 
Ixl< p(lyl). f is length-increasing if, for all x in the domain of f, Ixl<lf(x)l. A 
function f~ PF is a one-way function if f is one-one, polynomially-honest, and 
f-1 ~ PF. It is not known if one-way functions exist. Note that one-way functions 
are invertible, but they are not invertible in polynomial time. Also, because one-way 
functions are required to be polynomially honest, their inverses cannot be hard to 
compute for the trivial reason that large inputs map to small outputs. 
In the proof of our main theorem, we need to assume the existence of a one-way 
function that is both total and length-increasing. The next proposition shows that 
such one-way functions exist, if one-way functions exist at all. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  one-way functions exist, then one-way functions that are both total 
and length-increasing exist. 
Proof. Let g be a one-way function and let p be a polynomial such that, for all y 
in the range of g, Ig-l(y)l< p(lyl). De,he the function f such that for all x ~ ,Y*, 
xO if x ~ domain of g, 
f (x )  = g(x)OllXl+l if x ~ domain of g. 
It is easy to verify that f~  PF, that f is length-increasing, and that f is one-one 
(recalling that g is one-one). It remains to show that f-1 ~ PF. To do this, we assume 
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that f - le  PF and show that this implies that g -~ PF. By contradiction it follows 
that f-1 ~ PF. 
Assume that y is in the range of g and that g(x) =y. Then, f (x )= y011xl+l and 
since g is polynomially honest with polynomial p, Ixl+ 1 ~< p(Iyl)+ 1. Thus, f (x )e  
{y01, y012, y013,... ,  y01 pdyl)+~} and xe{f-~(yO1), f-t(y012), f-~(y013),..., 
f-l(y01P(lyl)+x)}. It follows from the above observations that g is polynomial-time 
invertible i f f  -~ ~ FP. 
We conclude that the existence of a one-way function g implies the existence of 
a one-way function f that is total and length-increasing. [] 
For any function f on {0, 1}* that is total, one-one, and length-increasing, we 
define two functions fo and fl on E* as follows. 
First, extend f to f on ?*  as follows. 
Case 1. If x e {0, 1}*, then f (x )  =f(x). 
.•• ofherside - fA -cha in  (x) 
X 
xs ide - f  B - chain(x) --~ 
/oX/o 
ofherside - fB -  chain (x) * 
Fig. 1. fA-chain(x) and fs-chain(x) when x ends with a 1. 
otherside - fA -  chain (x) ~, 
xside-fA.- chain (x) 
J ~ 
. ~r - - __~ xside_fB_ chain(x) ,, 
ZX/o  
~-- . . . . . .  otherside - fB - choin (x) ----* 
Fig. 2. fA-chain(x) and fs-chain(x)  when x ends with a 0. 
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otherside-f A - chain (x)--~ 
xside-fA- chain (x) * 
f ~ ~  xside-f B- chain(x) 
otherside-f8- chain (×)----* 
Fig. 3. fA-chain(x) and fs-chain(x) when x ends with a $. 
Case 2. If x = ySz for some y, z e {0, 1}*, then f (x )  =f(y)$z. 
Case 3. If x contains more than one $, then f (x )  = x. 
Next, let fo(X)=f(x)O and f l (x )=f (x ) l .  Then, both fo and f l  are total on ,Y*, 
one-one, and length-increasing. Also, f is one-way on {0, 1}* if and only if fo is 
one-way on ,Y* if and only iff~ is one-way on Z*. 
For each function f that is total, one-one, and length-increasing on {0, 1}* and, 
for each x ~ E*, define the following sets: 
xside-fA-chain(x) = {y ~ Z*: (f lfo)k(x) = y for some k>~ 0, 
or (A fo)~(y)  = x for some k/> 0}, 
otherwise-fA-chain(x) = {y ~ E* : (fofl)kfo(x) = y for some k i> 0, 
or ( f~fo)k f l (y )= x for some k>~ 0}, 
f A-chain( x ) = xside-f A-chain( x ) u othersi de-fA-chain( x ), 
xside-fB-chain(x) = {y e ,Y* : ( fof , )~(x)  = y for some k >~ 0, 
or (fofl)k(y) = X for some k I> 0}, 
otherside-fv-chain(x) = {y ~ E*:  (f,  fo)~f,(x) = y for some k >~ 0, 
or ( foA)%(y)  = x for some k~>0}, 
A-chain(x) = xside-fs-chain(x) u otherside-fv-chain(x). 
We say that C G ,Y* is an f-chain if, for some x e ,Y*, C =fA-chain(x) (and hence, 
C =fB-chain(fo(x))). These f-chains are pictured in Figs. 1-3 and the following 
proposition gives some basic properties off-chains. 
ProposiUon 2.2. Let f be a one-one and length-increasing function on {0, 1}*. Then, 
(a) for any x ~ •*, A-chain(x)  c~fB-chain(x) = {x}; 
(b) for any x ~ ,~*, if x ends with O, then x is the smallest element of fA-chain(x), 
and if x ends with 1, then x is the smallest element of  fn-chain(x); 
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(c) for any x ~ .S*, if x ends with $, then x is the smallest element ofboth fA-chain(x) 
and f~-chain(x). 
Proof. Obvious'from the definitions. [] 
In addition to the well-known reducibilities <~ P, <~ P, and ~< P, we use the following 
notation. 
• A=PBi fandon ly i fA<~PBandB<~A:  
• A ~<P.~i B if and only if A ~<~ B via a length-increasing function; 
• A -<p B if and only i fA<~PB via a function f such that f -~  PF; "< 1, inv 
• Amr~soB i fandon ly i fA<~P. invBv ia fandB-<P Av ia f -X ,  forsomefunct ion "< l , inv  
f. 
3. The main result 
In this section we prove our main result. Before the construction, we first present 
a lemma that asserts that a search process which is used in the main construction 
always halts. Recall that {g~} is an enumeration of all functions in PF(2)  and that 
Pi is a polynomial that bounds the runtime of g~. 
Lemma 3.1. Let f be a total, length-increasing, one-way function on {0, 1}*. Let 
Cl , . . . ,  Cm be finitely many f-chains. Then, for every i, j >>- O, either 
(a) there exists an x ~ ~,* such that gi(gj(x)) ~ x or gj(gi(x)) ~ x (including the 
cases where the left-hand sides are undefined), or 
(b) there exists an x~{O, 1}* such that x$~[._J~'=l Ck, and 
g~( x$ ) ~ otherside-f A-chain( x$ ). 
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that there are natural numbers/, j such that 
neither (a) nor (b) is true. (Note that there are infinitely many x ~ {0, 1}* such that 
x$~ Ck for all k = 1 , . . . ,  m, as is easily verified from Proposition 2.2). With this 
assumption, we show that f-~ ~ PF({0, 1}) which contradicts the hypothesis that f 
is a one-way function. 
Consider an arbitrary y in the range of f and let f (x )  = y. If x$ ~ Ck for some 
k = 1 , . . . ,  m, then x$ is the smallest element in Ck and finding x from y can be 
done by just verifying that either fo(X$) = y$O (in case Ck =fA-chain(x$)) or that 
f~(x$) = y$1 (in case Ck =fs-chain(x$)). By Proposition 2.2(c), only m such x's 
need to be checked. Suppose now that x$~ [..J~'ffi~ Ck. Condition (b) being not true 
implies that gi(x$) E otherside-fA-chain(x$). Since the value n = pi(]x$[) bounds the 
length of gi(x$) and since fo and f~ are length-increasing, ~(x$) e {Zo, z~, . . . ,  zn}, 
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k where Zk = (fofl) 3fo(X$) for k = 0 , . . . ,  n. Then, since gj = g~-i (because condition (a) 
is not true), x$ e {gj(zo), . . . ,  gj(zn)}. Noting that Zo =fo(x$) = f(x$)O =f(x )$0  = y$0, 
we see that x can be found from y by checking the conditions fo(gj(zk)) = ?y$0 for 
k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. For the k e {0, 1 , . . . ,  n} such thatfo(g~(zk)) = y$0, we have gj(Zk) = 
X$. For the sake of completeness, we present he polynomial-time algorithm for f  -1. 
(In the following, the search for f - l (y )  is stopped as soon as for some Zk, Izkl > p,(Iz01). 
It is easy to verify that this bound is correct.) 
begin 
input y; 
for k := l to m do 
if the smallest element of Ck is of the form x$ and f (x)  = y 
then halt in an accepting state with x on the output tape; 
z := y$0; 
while [z[ <~ pi(ly$01) do 
if fo(gj(z)) = y$O 
then halt in an accepting state with x on the output tape where 
x$ = gi(z) 
else z:= fo(fl(z)); 
halt in a nonaccepting state 
end. 
For input y e {0, 1}*, if y is in the range of f, then our earlier comments how 
that the algorithm correctly computes f - l (y) .  If y is not in the range off ,  we cannot 
have fo(gj(z))= y$O because fo(z')= y$0 implies z' is of the form x$ and f (x )=y.  
So, the algorithm also correctly halts in a nonaccepting state. Finally, it is easy to 
verify that the algorithm runs in polynomial time. [] 
We are now ready to prove our main theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that one-way functions exist. Let E c_ {0, 1}* be an EXP-complete 
set. Then, there exist A, B c_ ,Y* such that 
(i) A ~P.n B, 
(ii) A P 1.any B, 
(iii) E <<-Ptt .4, and 
(iv) A, B ~ EXP. 
Proof. We first describe the idea for the construction of A and R Assuming the 
existence of a one-way function, we let f be a one-way function that is total and 
length-increasing. By Proposition 2.1, we know that the existence of such an f 
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follows from the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. Recalling the functions fo and f~ defined 
earlier, we construct A and B so that A ~< P.~i B by f0 and B ~< ~.~i A by f l ,  implying 
condition (i). To guarantee that A ~<~ B by fo, when a string x is assigned to A (or 
,g,), all of xside-fA-chain(x) must be assigned to A (or / i )  and all of otherside-fA- 
chain(x) must be assigned to B (or, respectively/~). To guarantee that B ~P A by 
f~, when a string x is assigned to B (or/~), all of xside-fB-chain(x) must be assigned 
to B (or/1) and all of otherside-fB-chain(x) must be assigned to A (or, respectively 
4). 
In order to prove condition (ii) that A ~P.~nv B, a diagonalization is used. To 
describe the diagonalization, define, for all natural numbers i and j, the requirement 
Rgj: if gi and gj are both one-one and total and 
if gj = g7 ~, then A ~Pm B via g~. 
Stage n = (i, j)  of the construction will satisfy requirement Ri.j. Taken over all stages, 
the construction guarantees that A ~P, inv B. With the property proved in Lemma 
3.1, the diagonalization is straightforward. Suppose gi and gj are one-one, total and 
gi = gf~. Then, to satisfy R~j we must find some witness w and assign w to A (or 
,~) and the corresponding ~(w) to /~ (or, respectively to B). To do so and still 
ensure that A<~PB via f0, we must have a witness w such that 
g~(w) ~ otherside-fA-chain(w). Lemma 3.1 guarantees the existence of such a witness 
w and so ensures that each R~j can be satisfied in a finite number of steps. 
To satisfy condition (iii) that E <~tPt A, we fix the following ~<tPt-reduction: for all 
w e {0, 1}*, w ~ E if and only if exactly one of w$$ or w$$$ is in A. To guarantee 
this condition, for each w e {0, 1}*, we always compute whether w e E and assign 
w$$ and w$$$ to A or ,~ accordingly. Since strings of the forms w$$ and w$$$ will 
not both be involved in a single stage of the diagonalization and chain assignments 
(since they are the smallest elements of their own f-chains), we can do this without 
violating conditions (i) and (ii). (See Remarks 3.3 on why a <~Pm-reduction defined 
by w e E if and only if w$$ e A, for example, may interfere with conditions (i), (ii), 
or (iv).) 
Construction 
This is a stage construction. In stage n = (i, j), we satisfy requirement R~j, and 
assign finitely many f-chains to A or ,g, and finitely many f-chains to B or/~. We 
will make sure that all strings of length <~2 n will be assigned by stage n. We shall 
describe our algorithm by first defining some subprocedures. The first four procedures 
assign x and the corresponding f-chains to sets A, / i ,  B, or/~. 
AssIGN-A(x) ::=begin 
A := A • xside-fA-chain(x); 
B := B u otherside-fA-chain(x) 
end; 
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ASSIGN-fl~(X) ::= begin 
~/, := ~/, u xside-fA-chain(x); 
/~ :=/~ u otherside-fA-chain(x) 
end; 
ASSlGN-B(x) ::=begin 
B := B u xside-fwchain(x); 
A := A u otherside-fwchain(x) 
end; 
ASSIGN-/~(X) ::=begin 
/~ :=/~ u xside-fwchain(x); 
,~ := A u otherside-fwchain(x) 
end; 
The following procedure ASSIGN(X) invokes the above four subprocedures to put 
x into A or ~ and into B or/~. Moreover, in order to satisfy condition (iii), strings 
of the form y$$ and y$$$ are always assigned together. 
Procedure ASSIGN(X); 
begin 
if x not assigned to A or A, 
then begin 
case 1: x = y$$ for some y ~ {0, 1}*. 
{x = y$$, assign y$$ and y$$$ to A or ~/, such that y e E iiI exactly 
one of these strings is in A} 
case 1.1: y$$$ E A. 
if y ~ E then ASSIGN-/](X) else ASSIGN-A(x); 
case 1.2: y$$$e ,4. 
if y e E then ASSlGN-A(x) else ASSIGN-Ai(X); 
case 1.3: y$$$ not assigned to A or AL 
begin 
ASSIGN-A(y$$$); 
if y e E then ASSIGN-,4(X) else ASSXGN-A(x) 
end 
case 2: x = y$$$ for some y e {0, 1}*. 
{similar to the case x = y$$, assign y$$ and y$$$ to A or ,/, such 
that y e E iff exactly one of these is in A} 
case 3: x not of the form y$$ or y$$$. 
ASSIGN-A(x); 
end {then}; 
if x not assigned to B or/~ then ASSIGN-B(x) 
end; 
Now we describe the main procedure for stage tt At stage n = (/,j), our goals are 
(1) to satisfy requirement R~j and (2) to assign all strings of length ~<2" into A or 
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and into B or B. 
• Stage n = (i, j )  
x := e; witness-found := false; bound := 2~; 
while (not witness-found) or (Ix I ~< bound) do 
begin 
if witness-found then Assi6N(x) 
else if x witnesses Lemma 3.1(a) 
then begin 
{Ri, j is now known to be satisfied because gi and g~ are not 
inverses} 
witness-found := true; 
ASS,GN(X) 
end 
else if x witnesses Lemma 3.1(b) 
{x = w$ for some w e {0, 1}*, x not in f,~-chains already assigned 
and gi(x) not in otherside-fA-chain(x)} 
then begin 
{R~j will now be satisfied by assigning x and g~(x) to 
appropriate sets so that gi does not many-one reduce A to B} 
witness-found := true; 
if g i (x)e B then ASSIGN-/](X) 
else {g~(x) e/~ or g~(x) not assigned to B or/~} 
begin 
ASSIGN-/~(gi(x)); ASSIGN-A(x); 
bound := max(bound, ]g~(x)l + 1) 
end; 
ASSIGN(X) {make x e B or/~} 
end 
else {witness not found and x not a witness} 
ASSIGN(X); 
x :=x+l  
end {while}; 
Correctness of the algorithm 
It is clear from the construction that each x ~ 2;* is eventually assigned to A or 
/] and to B or /~. In addition, each time an x is assigned to A o r / ] ,  the whole 
xside-fA-chain(x) is assigned to A o r / ]  and the otherside-fA-chain(x) is assigned 
to B or /~, respectively. Similar assignments of f~-chain(x) are done when x is 
assigned to B or/~. Also, Proposition 2.2 shows that, for each x ~ ,Y*, fA-chain(x) 
and fB-chain(x) meet only at x. The above observations how that A and B are 
well-defined and A <~ Pm B via fo and B <~ Pm A via f~. 
Next, we check that A P 1.inv B by arguing that stage n = (i,j) satisfies Ro. If  there 
is an x such that x witnesses Lemma 3.1(a), then R~ is obviously satisfied. Thus, 
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suppose that gj = g7 ~. Further, assume that each stage n '< n halts (this is an inductive 
argument on n). With this assumption, when entering stage n, only a finite number 
off-chains, say C~,..., Cm, will have been assigned. Lemma 3.1 implies that there 
is a smallest witness, say x ~ {0, 1}*, to condition (b). When stage n considers x' < x$, 
it may assign ewfA-chains other than C~,. . . ,  Cm. However, none ofthesefA-chains 
include x$ since x$ is the smallest element in fA-chain(x$). Hence, R~j will be 
satisfied when the while loop considers x$ and stage n will halt. 
Finally, to see that E ~P A, we claim that we always assign y$$ and y$$$, for 
y ~ {0, 1}*, such that y e E if and only if exactly one of y$$ and y$$$ is in A. We 
first observe that if the assignment of at least one of y$$ and y$$$ to A or A is 
made by calling the subprocedure ASSIGN, then this claim is true. This can be easily 
checked with the procedure ASSIGN. On the other hand, there is only one place in 
each stage n = (i,j) where we may assign y$$ or y$$$ to A or ,4 without calling the 
procedure ASSIGN. That happens when x is a witness to Lemma 3.1(b) and gi(x) 
is not assigned to B or /~ and y$$ or y$$$ is in otherside-fB-chain(gi(x)). The 
assignment ASSIGN-/~(g~(x)) could assign one of y$$ or y$$$ but not both since 
y$$ and y$$$ are in two distinct f-chains. (Also note that neither of y$$ or y$$$ 
will be in fA-chain(x) since x = w$ with w e {0, 1}*. Thus the assignments ASSIGN- 
A(X) and ASSIGN-,~(X) in stage n cannot assign y$$ or y$$$.) After the assignment 
ASSIGN-/~(g~(x)), at least one of y$$ or y$$$ remains unassigned. Now, 'bound' 
is set to a value (since y$$ or y$$$ could only be the first element of 
fB-chain(g~(x)) implying that 1y$$$1 Ig (x)l + 1), and later in the same stage it is 
guaranteed that the unassigned one of y$$ or y$$$ will be assigned by calling the 
procedure ASSIGN. This proves the claim, as well as (iii) E <~Pm A.
Complexity of A and B 
We now describe how, given z, the construction of A and B can be simulated to 
determine if zeA,  Ai, B, or /~ in time 2 °~'z'). Let m= [log[zl]. The construction 
assigns z to A, ,4, B, or/~ during one of stages 0 through m. Thus, to determine 
membership of z, stage 0, stage 1, . . . ,  stage m are simulated, in this order, until z 
is assigned. When simulating a particular stage, as soon as z is assigned, the entire 
process stops. Thus, we make the following very useful observation: during the 
simulations of stage 0, stage 1, . . .  stage m the while-do-loop of each stage is never 
executed with a string x such that Ix[ > Iz[ since z would be assigned before any 
such x is reached. 
During the simulations, assignments off-chains to A, ~ B, or/~ will be imple- 
mented by recording only finite portions of such assignments in a table T. We first 
analyse how much of an f-chain must be entered into such a table. In particular 
stage n = (i,j) of the simulations, the longest string that may be considered by the 
while-do-loop for a particular value of x is the string g~(x). Assuming that ( , )  is 
monotonically increasing in both of its arguments, we have i ~< n <~ m. Thus, 
Ig,(x )l ~< p,(Ixl) p,(Izl) p.(Izl) Izl" + m 2 lz l "  = 21zl t os,zjl ~< 2=0oslzll ~" 
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Thus, when some f-chain is being assigned uring the simulations, no string y with 
]yl> 22[l°glzl]2 need be recorded in the table T. This implies that the procedure 
ASSlGN-A(x) should be changed to the following. (Let k = [log[zl]2.) 
ASSIGN-A(x) 
::=begin 
for each y e xsidc-fA-chain(x) such that Ixl <~ [yl <-- 22k and such 
that y is not in T 
do enter y in T as belonging to A; 
for each y ~ otherside-fA-chain(x) such that Ixl lyl 2 2k and 
such that y is not in T 
do enter y in T as belonging to B 
end; 
AssioN-A(x), AssioN-B(x), and AssxcN-/~(x) arc similarly modified. (Note that 
these procedures actually use z as a parameter.) Now consider the size of T. By 
inspection of the construction, it follows that each iteration of the while-do-loop 
assigns at most three f-chains o that at most 3 • (3 Izl+l - 1) f-chains in all are assigned 
during the simulations as a whole (3 I~f+1-1 is the maximum number of iterations 
of the while-do-loop). Each f-chain assigned can have at most 22k strings of length 
at most 22k since fo and f~ are length-increasing. Hence, the size of T is at most 
2 2k" 2 2k" 3- (3 I"1+~- 1)<~2 al~l for some constant d since k = [log[z[] 2. In turn, this 
implies that a sequential search of T can be done in time 2 °(1"1). Finally, consider 
the time to generate the strings y such that Ixl-< lyl-< 22k and y efA-chain(x), fo and 
f~ are computable intime q for some polynomial q. At most 2 2k such y's are computed 
and the longest has length at most 2 2k. Thus,  the time to generate these y's is at 
most 22k. q(22k) ~< 22k. 2 h2k for some constant h which is 2 °(Izl) since k = [loglz[] 2. 
This analysis hows that the modified procedures ASSlGN-X(x), for X = A, / i ,  B, 
or/~, all run in time 2 °(l"l). 
We now consider the time to decide if x has been assigned to A, ~ B, or/~ in 
some iteration of the while-loop with Ix[ <~ [z[. Determining if x has been assigned 
cannot be done by simply searching for x in T. The reason is as follows. When an 
f-chain is first assigned, it can happen in one of two ways. Consider, for example, 
fa- chain (w) where w is the smallest string in fa- chain(w). If fa- chain (w) is assigned 
by calling AssIGN-B(w) or AssloN-/~(w), then the entire initial segment of fs -  
chain(w) out to strings of length 2 2k will be recorded in T. Thus, if x efa-chain(w), 
consulting T for x will work. However, if fa-chain(w) is assigned by calling 
AssIGN-B(gi(y)) or AssIGN-/~(gi(y)) for some gi(Y)# w, then only those strings 
u e fa-chain(w) with [gi(y)[ <~ [u[ <~ 22k may be recorded in T and if x e fB-chain(w) 
and Ixl<lg,(y)[, then x will not be in T. Thus, to determine the membership of x 
in B or /~, for example, T must be searched for each y ~fa-chain(x) such that 
Ixl <-[yJ 2 (More precisely, x ~ B if, for some y ~ xside-fB-chain(x), it holds that 
Ixl-< [y[ 2 y is in T, and y is assigned to B, or if, for some y e otherside-fa- chain(x), 
it holds that Ix[ <~ [y[ <~ 22k, y is in T, and y is assigned to ,4.) It is easy to see that 
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this can be done in time 2 °(Izl) by an analysis similar to our earlier analysis of 
ASSlGN-A(x). 
0nly two more costs need be considered to finish our analysis. One is the cost 
of deciding if y is in E for some y such that x = y$$ or y$$$ and the other is the 
cost of deciding if x witnesses (a) or (b) of Lemma 3.1. Consider an iteration of 
the while-loop for a string x such that Ix[ <~ [z I in some stage n = (i, j) ~ m. ASSIGN(X) 
may check if y is in E for some y. But in this case, [Yl < lY$$$1 <~ Ixl + 1 ~< Izl + 1 and 
since E can be decided in time 2 °<'), deciding if y is in E can be clone in time 
2 °~lzl). Deciding if gj(gi(x)) ~ x or if g~(gj(x)) ~ x takes time pm(Pm(IXl)). (Again we 
are using monotonicity of ( , )  so that i ~< n <~ m and j ~< n <~ m.) Using [xl ~ [z[ and 
m= [log[zl], it is easy to verify that pm(p,,(Ixl)) is 2 °~lzD. Finally, deciding if 
gi(x) e otherside-fA-chain(x) can be done by generating y e otherside-fa-chain(x) 
such that Ixl <~ lYl ~< 22k and seeing if g~(x) appears. Again, our earlier analysis hows 
that this can be done in time 2 °~lzl). 
To summarize, each iteration of the while-loop for a value x such that Ix[ <~ Izl in 
some stage n ~ m executes in time 2 °tlzl). Since the whole loop executes only for x 
such that Ixl <~ Izl, it follows that A and B are in EXP. [] 
Remark 3.3. In the above proof, we showed that E <~tPt A via the reduction that 
y ~ E if and only if exactly one of y$$ or y$$$ is in A. This is not a <~ P-reduction. 
We would like to have E <~ p A by simply putting y$$ in A if and only if y ~ E, for 
example, since this would make A EXP-complete. However, since the diagonaliz- 
ation process in stage n = (i,j) requires that x ~ A if and only if g~(x) ~ B when x 
witnesses Lemma 3.1(b), the assignment of x to A or A depends on whether g~(x) ~ 
or not, and that, in turn, may depend on whether y ~ E or not for some y ~ {0, 1}* 
as it is possible that g~(x) ~ otherside-fa-chain(y$$). So,the runtime for recognizing 
"x ~ A ?" may take 2 c'p/Ixl) moves (note that ]y[ may be as large as ]g~(x) I and "y ~ E?" 
takes time 2c'lYl), and is not even bounded by 2 q(Ixl) for any fixed polynomial q. We 
avoided this problem by not computing "y ~ E?" until the computation reaches the 
point where "y$$ ~ A?" or"y$$$ ~ A?" is to be determined. By doing so, we sacrificed 
the <~Pm-reduction between E and A. In short, it appears to be difficult to satisfy 
simultaneously conditions (i), (ii), (iv), and E <~ p A using our technique. Thus, the 
question of whether the existence of one-way functions implies that the EXP- 
complete sets are not all polynomial-time isomorphic remains open. 
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